### Featured Interview

Every issue features an exclusive discussion with a newsmaking business leader or veteran director on issues of critical relevance to the board community, such as renowned innovation guru Clayton Christensen, State Street Global Advisors’ Cyrus Taraporevala, GM and Merck board member Patricia Russo, former DuPont CEO Ellen Kullman, veteran CEO and board member Maggie Wilderotter and retired Citigroup chairman Michael O’Neill.

**Board Leadership Awards:** The Q4 issue will profile the distinguished recipients of Corporate Board Member’s 3rd annual awards: Director of the Year, Greatest Impact on Corporate Boards and Courage in the Boardroom.

### Special Report

|------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------------------|-------------------|

### Research

**What Directors Think**
Corporate Board Member’s annual poll reveals what’s on the minds of directors around the nation and how they are prioritizing for the year ahead.

**Digital Disruption Defined**
We’ll find out where boards are in their journey into technological transformation and how the best companies are disrupting themselves.

**ESG and the Board**
The buzzword of the investment community. We’ll explore how boards are prioritizing, measuring and engaging stakeholders on this tricky topic.

**Human Capital Oversight**
There’s nothing more top of mind for companies right now. We’ll evaluate what’s working and what’s not with our exclusive research.

### Director Roundtable

Each quarter, we’ll convene a group of 10-12 public company directors to delve into a critical board leadership issue. Past roundtable topics include the board’s role in change management, the board’s role in racial equality and cybersecurity. Take-aways from the roundtable will be used to create a 2-page article in the magazine.

### Sponsored Thought Leadership Tracks

**Technology.** Our year-long deep dive into what today’s directors need to know about emerging technologies and business disruption.

**Risk.** Each quarterly issue will tackle a different risk issue for boards. Black-swan scenario planning, cybersecurity and data privacy, third-party risk, international compliance, social unrest, pandemics and more.

**Compensation.** Each quarterly issue will cover best practices and oversight responsibilities of the compensation committee: human capital concerns, CEO pay benchmarking, short and long-term incentives, shareholder expectations for pay and more.

**Board Performance.** Each quarterly issue will cover forward-thinking practices for directors to elevate their boards’ contributions. Board evaluations, director recruitment, diversity, onboarding, board culture and more.
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